Results. The PGS for African ancestry was derived using all input SNPs (a p-value cut-off of 1.0) and 56 had an R 2 of 0.3%; for European ancestry, the optimal PGS used a p-value cut-off of 3.5x10 -4 in the 57 target/tuning dataset and had an R 2 of 1.0% in the validation cohort. Those with highest genetic risk had 58 25(OH)D that was 2.8-3.0 ng/ml lower than those with lowest genetic risk (p=0.0463 to 3.2x10 -13 ),
Introduction

Vitamin D inadequacy, using the Institute of Medicine definition of a 25-hydroxyvitamin D
Measurement of vitamin D intake
210
Dietary data were collected via questionnaire. Each study used their own questionnaire. WHI 211 used the Food Frequency Questionnaire supplemented with interview questions. ARIC and MESA both 212 used their own implementation of a food intake questionnaire. From the questionnaire data, each study 213 created a derived variable of typical vitamin D intake (measured in IU or mcg). All values were converted 214 to IU for analysis. Additionally, WHI collected data on vitamin D supplement use at the same visit that used for supplemental and sensitivity analyses, otherwise dietary intake alone was used.
218
Calculation of available UV radiation
219
Available UV radiation was calculated based on the month of blood draw and location; 220 participants were assigned continuous available UV radiation values. Available UV radiation values 221 assigned were an average UV-index for the month prior to blood draw (the relevant exposure period). UV 222 data come from the National Weather Service Climate Prediction Center historical database. When 223 available, UV radiation values corresponded to the exact location and year of the participant's blood draw.
224
When exact cities or years were not available, averages across nearby locations or years were used. See
225
Supplemental Tables 2-4 for 
229
Determining optimal PGS
231
An optimal p-value cutoff and corresponding PGS were determined by calculating PGSs across a analyses. Given the small African-ancestry sample, a reference panel (remaining ARIC African-ancestry 246 dataset n= 1,900) was used to determine LD.
247
To determine which set of SNPs to include in the PGS, SNPs at or below a given p-value 
275
Supplemental PGS Analyses
276
The African-ancestry target/tuning cohort was small (n=57) due to limited genome-wide data in 277 those of African ancestry. To explore if the small sample reduced prediction for those of African ancestry,
278
a PGS was created from all independent SNPs (p-value cutoff = 1.0; r 2 cutoff = 0.5) in the full 279 independent sample of African-ancestry participants which maintained independence from TRANSCEN-D
280
(n=1,099) (67). Additionally, to test the importance of ancestrally-matched base and target sets, this PGS
281
was also created using European-ancestry GWAS summary statistics for weighting of the PGS.
283
Heritability Estimation
285
Heritability estimates were calculated using GCTA v1.26 (68). Heritability was estimated several 286 ways: (1) ancestry-specific overall SNP heritability, (2) ancestry-specific SNP heritability of the PGS
287
(where sample size allowed) and (3) ancestry-specific SNP heritability of previous replicated GWAS 288 findings in CYP2R1, CYP24A1, DHCR7, and GC (1, 34, 37 
312
Results
313
Determining the optimal PGS 314 315 Table 2 shows sample characteristics for each analysis. 
319
PGS using the LD cut-off of 0.2 (Supplemental Table 9 ). Therefore, this was the LD cutoff utilized going 
331
In supplementary analyses for the African-ancestry cohort, the PGS using the full African- 
340
are shown in Table 3 and Supplemental Table 10 .
341
After the optimal, ancestry-specific PGS was discerned, the relationship between the PGS and 
358
Heritability estimation
360
Participant characteristics are summarized in Table 2 . Overall and stratified SNP heritability
361
estimates for those of European or African ancestry are summarized in Figure 4 and Supplemental Figure   362 4, respectively. SNP heritability is higher in the African-ancestry cohort compared to the European- exist between ancestral groups leading to differences in allele effect sizes, which are used as weights in 386 the PGS calculation. Here, optimal PGSs were discerned and validated in an ancestry-specific manner.
387
Heritability explained by the PGS and previous GWAS findings was compared to overall SNP heritability.
388
The 
399
The portion of phenotypic variance explained by the PGS was modest due to many concurrent 
403
Additionally, the variance that the PGS can capture is limited by the input SNPs. In the best-case clumping which keeps only the SNP with the strongest association for SNPs in LD (r 2 >0.5 used here) in
408
any given 500kb window, thus reducing the maximum variability that could be captured by a PGS.
409
Supplementary analyses performed in the full independent sample of African ancestry 410 participants (n=1,099) demonstrated (1) the importance of a large tuning sample and (2) 
418
Not surprisingly, the heritability investigation provided further evidence that PGSs using a less 419 stringent p-value threshold account for a higher portion of the heritability than genome-wide significant
420
SNPs from previous GWAS. Here, the PGS explained more of the SNP heritability than did previous 
